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A8STRACT 

An investigation of major element that makes up a CDMA wireless 

telephone network has been carried out using the classical approach of 

comparism between various forms of telephone system (lDMA, FDMA). 

The main focus was on operntional functionalilty of COMA (a digital 

system) and what makes it unique. 

Also, network paramenters required in setting up a network that will support 

and cover 10,00 users, using l~lost practical approximations and 

assumptions. 

It was also found that a design like this one will cost a minimum of 

=N=200m. The outcome that it will generate will massively depend on 

management and marketing strategies. Hence, a real structure like this one 

can bring out up to =N=4.5m, pCI' 1110nth. 
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CHAPTER ()NE 

t. t INTRODllCTION 

Cdlular kkphonl' has enjoyed extra growth in Nigeria. In just less 

than a decade Nigeria and Nigerians has pass through three generations of 

telephone systems. Different companies and government agencies have 

deployed different variations orthis generations at different periods. 

The earliest national wireless telephone system was introduced by the 

ministry of science and technology, which created Nigeria mobile 

tctecommtlllkntioll ill 1996. Fu'll comll1l!l'l.:ial operations started later in 

1997. with two switches in Lagos and Abuja. Subsequently, two other 

switches were deployed nt Jos and Enllgll, ns expansion. [J J 

The system used was the Total Area Coverage System (T ACS) 

popularly referred to as "analogue" or "cellular" using Motorola Emx-2500 

an earlier model than the one to be considered in this project. Other 

institutions mainly multinational oil companies and the NNPC, for example, 

deployed personal communications system (peS) which is referred to as 

uTrunking" 

The deregulation or telecommunication in Nigeria effectively took off 

in December 1997 when \llultilink limited, a Private Telephone Operator 

(PTO), announced the commencement of commercial operations. This was 

the tirst time Code Division Multiplc Access (CIJMA) tcchnology was 



deployed in 'Nigeria; Mutilinks was followed very c1ose]y the following 

month by Intercellular Nigeria Limited in Lagos. This opened the way for 

the rest of the (PTOS); Starcomms, Mobitel, VGC, EMIS, Cell com, 

Bourdex, XPT, Reltel and others. 

I\g ot Dcccmbcl' 2003 'therc are ovcr 2 million mobile phones 

subscribes in Nigeria, representing a penetration a rate of over J. 7% of the 

population, Almost all the PTO'S in Nigcria are using the COMA 

teclmology. The GSM that was deployed later had open wider subscription 

to mobile telephone. Currently over 100 towns had signals from one of the 

GSM and PTO operators. 

1.2 CDl\1A 

The code Division multiple access (COMA) technology is considered 

n recent generation technology. The technology offers a Jot of advantages 

over the previous ones, these inc1ude; Security, Voice quality, High capacity 

and Power management. 

Service that could be rendered with the technology are: 

n. Fixed Wireless Communication or Wireless local loop 

Thi~ gCl'vicc is similar to the old Mtel landline phone but detached from 

the problem of wiring and wires. It can be an option for a user at a :fixed 

location. Example office ot· residence, it is together with a fixed wireless 
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· terminal (FWT) attached with antenna that receives and transmits 

message to the exchange. 

h. Limited Mobility System. 

This is an option for the mobile user within a city. Different handsets are 

available that do not-require the use of sim cards. Normally, the service 

provides programmers the handsets with the subscriber number. 

c. Internet/Data and Fax Capability 

The two service mentioned above are dala capable. The data function is 

through the normal dial up method to other computers for 

transfer/transmission of information or to other internet world. [2] 

1.3 PROJECT METHODOLOGY 

This design operates on a recent technology, code instead of time or 

frequency arc mrmipulnted using calculation to link communications of data 

(voice 01' text).the choice of 10,000 come up because it, isthe pQpuJation of a 

standord community. Hence, a community can develop such project for there 

communicating needs. 
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1.4 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this project is to develop a 10,000 subscriber wireless 

telephone network. Network and signal parameters wiJl be determined in 

relation to existing systems so as to make it real. 

Costing will also ~e considered, so that interested organisations and 

institutions can see the reality of this kind of venture. 

1.S SCOPE OF RESEARC,H 

(a) This project shall provide general overview of cellular system in general; 

comparisons of different communication technologies and protocols. 

Emphnsis will be Inid on COMA. 

{b) Give bnsic concept elements and operational functionality of wireless 

telecommunication as they compare with the CDMA systems. 

(c) Give system parameters for setting up of a 10,000 subscribers CDMA 

network. And also give room for expansions. 

(d) Simple and compatible way of billing the subscribers will also be looked 

upon. Furthermore cost for the project design as in above wi1l also be 

manifested. 
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1.6,JllSTIFICATION 

Most analysts in telecommunication industry today have strong belief that 

CDMA or one its forms (W-CDMA N-CDMA) is the most probable 

platfonl1 for third generation (3G) mobile telephony and in light of the 

enonnous opportunities in the wireless telecommunications industry, which 

from all indications has come to stay in Nigeria. 
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CIIAPTEI{ TW() 

2.t CIll\IA TKCIINIQlJE 

:!.:! EVOLUTlON OF CDMA 

The history of wireless communications can be traced back to the first 

wireless telegram radioed in t 898, and the lirst practical project is the police 

car wireless communications system put into usc in Detroit, USA in 1920s. 

At thot time. the system had pOOl' voice quality, low level of automation and 

it could not be connected to nny other di flcrent communication system. 

ll.S, bell lab led the devciopment or really use wireless 

communication systems in early years and the one named improved mobile 

telephone service launched in the 1960s. Since the mid 1970s, the conflict 

between the {l'equency resources and available channel has become 

increasingly fierce with the increase of civiler mobile communication 

subscribers and {he expansion or services. 191 

ThenrL'(ilr'nlly. till' principle or 11 celllllnl' ~ysleJ1l i~ the repeated wmgc 

ofwirdess chnllt~ds in gcognlphic~"ly di/'lcrentlocations. The service area is 

divided into many abstract cells, two non-adjacent cells can use the same 

frequency, and the size of the cell is up to the density of subscribers. 

Therefore, the theory greatly improves the utilization of frequency speculum 

and effectively enlarges the system capacity . 
• 



2.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE TECHNOLOGIES 

The development of micro-electronics communication network, signal 

ellcoding~ and digital signal proceeding technologies leads to rapid 

development of mobile communication in such aspects as switching, 

signalling system and wireless modulation encoding technologies. As a 

result, the cellular mobile communication system has experienced the 

changes from analogue to digital, from FDMA to TDMA and COMA as 

well as evolution from the first generation mobile communication system to 

the third generation cellular mobile communication system. 

By means of digital transmission and adopting the key technologies 

such as spread spectrum, power control, sort handover, voice activation, 

voice coding~ multiple occess, -and diversity reception. It highlighted the 

features of COMA and push~d the mobile communication technology to a 

new level. 

2.4 VARIATION IN CELLULAR USAGE 

Various cellular protocols are in use throughout the world. They differ 

in the use of radio frequencies and bandwidths. Depending on local 

regulations. a country's cellulor telephones arc assigned specific radio 

frequencies. The portions of the RF spectrum assigned to T ACS/E-T ACS, 

each are summarized below fig A. This project is going to utilise Motorola 
1 ' 
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electronic mobile exchnnge EMX - 5000 that is compatible with aJJ the 

listed system. [2] 
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2.5 BASIC CONCEPTS OF CDMA WIRELESS TRANSMISSION 

SYSTEM 

2.5.1 \\Tirclcss Multiple Access Communication 

A~ it i~ in electric wave covemgc area of wireless communication 

environment, it is basic for any transmission system to establish channel 

connection between subscribers. Actually, it is about mUltiple access mobile 

communication, at present, the wireless multiple access mode include 

FDMA in analogue system, and TDMA and CDMA in digital system. 

The theoretical basis for multiple access connection is the signal 

division technology, which is differentiating signal from various stations by 

proper signal design at the receiving end, and separating signals from their 

combination by signal recognition set at the receiving end. [3J 

2.6 PRINCIPLE OF CDMA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 

The Stlucture 

CDMA means to modulate the transmitted signal by. using different 

and orthogonnl pscud() mndom address codes at the transmitting end and 

demodulate the mixed signals by using the same pseudo random address 

codes nt the receiving end to get the original signal. The pseudo random 

address codes are periodic code sequence with strong self - relativity but 

none or little inter - relativity. [2] 
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Below is the system transmission in both formal and backward directions. 
\\. ," ... ,. 

Celt Channel CatTier I- Carrier 
coding ..- coding I-- modulation demodulation 

Channel Cell 
decoding decoding 

Cnrrler 1T 
~ 

G Carrier Cell Channcl Channel Cell 
decoding dccoding dClllodul Illodulnti coding coding 

..... ~ ....... 

2.7 MAJOR COMPONENT OF A CELLULAR SYSTEM 

The major system cQmponents are the Msc-mobile switching centre 

(Emx 5000 is used in this project), base transmission station (BTS) -

(RF _Base station) and base station controller (Bsc) - (C-Bsc). 

(a) Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) 

The rvtsc mute the npPl"Oprinle mobile call to the other called party land 

vice-versa, it also co-ordinates the hands-off process and records all of 

the system traffic. 

(b) Base Controller (Bc) 

The Bsc provides the interface between the base station RF equipment 

and the channel Banks (Emx 5000). The Bsc also monitors itself as in 

perfonnance. Alarm indications are visible through the Bsc. 
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(c) RfBase Station 

Rf base stations are located at the ceJl site. A base station receives and 

transmits the voice and data message to and from the subscriber with the 

Bsc providing the interface. 

It also monitors the performance of itself and the associated base station 

Rf equipment, supplying visible indications whenever alarm conditions 

occur. 

(d) Mobile Station (Subscriber Equipment or Handset) 

This is the mobile or portable telephone u fixed wireless terminal. At 

each base site, one pair of frequency is reserved for signa))jng (control 

channel). Most of the data traffic between the subscriber unit and the ce)) 

site occurs on this channel. Each voice channel is connected to the Emx 

switch via a dedicated 4-wire circuit. [6] 

Network of navigation satellites that along with supplying geographical 

coordinates continuously transmit an incredibly accurate time signal. In 

summary, COMA is a digital system whereby many RF users can share the 

same spectrum simultaneously, discriminating the signals by the code 

division used for each subscriber. 

II , i; 



, 2.8 TECHNICAL F.EATURES OF CDMA 

a. Strong resistance to interface and multipath 

h. MUltiple access, increased capacity and improved frequency 

mUltiplexing. 

c. Concealment and security. 

2.9 ADVANTAGE OF CDMA OVER GSM 

n. Improved coverage chnl'a,cteristic, allowing the possibility of fewer cell 

sites. 

h. Improved call quality, with better and more consistent sound, compared 

with any system. 

c. Simplified system plnml.;ing tl11'ough the usc of the some frequency in 

every sector of every cell. 

d. Enhnnced privncy 

c. Ronming. 

The above advantages are mostly utilized by the various CDMA 

operators in Nigeria. But still the subscribers are crying foul on some 

prov.ide services. This project research considers it deeming to provide 

services. That wills satisfy the intended subscriber. Hence, ~he CDMA 2000 

is implored, he COMA 2000 dominates the 30 market today and analysis 

forecnst that it will continue to lead at least in the near future [7] 
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CIIAPTEI{ TIII{I~E 

3.t THE NET\VOI{J( I)I~SIGN 

This t:hnpter is nillll'd al ellcompassing the uesign of the network, 

taking the cell, proximity and the variolls user, the antenna, the base stations 

and some other few things into consideration. Furthermore, some order to 

clearly picture the network, assumptions have to be made. As some 

assumption were made nlready existing network. 

It wns assllllled thut the ndwork is having two cell site, each cell site 

is having tl lower in which nil unlelllw, (IPS were mounteu. The cell site jg 

also having a BTS processing and modulating of signals. The network is 

provided with n switching centre which housed the MSC. The MSC provides 

connections to the internet service provider (lSI» gadget is collocated in the 

switch. 

The frequency on which this network will operate is assumed to be 

toOt\tllZ. ThL' Nigcrinn t'Ollllll\1t\jcatioll COllllllissiOI1 (Nee) is the regulatory 

body that is nllot:nting fj'equency hunds to telephone network operates. They 

have reserved from 80MI-I2,- 120MH2 for all private telephone operators 

(PTO).[ t] 

The gateway ror internntion~1 culls and accessing is chosen to be NITEL 

because of there cheap mode of operation. 
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This network provides a wireless connection to the PSTN and GSM 

for user location within the radio range of the system. The network also 

accommodates large number of users within the stated frequency. High 

capacity is achieved because the coverage of each of the two base stations is 

limited to n small geographical orca called a cell, so hat the same radio 

channels may be reused. A sophisticated switching technique called a 

handofT or handovel' enables a call to proceed uninterrupted, when the user 

moves from due call to another. 

Each of the two base stations consists of transmitter and receiving 

antennas. The base station serves as a bridge between all mobile users in the 

cell. Calls are connected though microware links, to the MSC. The Msc 
• 

coordinates the activities of the two base stations and, connects the entire 

network to the PSTN. 

The Msc handles 10,000 subscribers and 500 simultaneous 

conversations at a time. It also accommodates the billing system. 

3.2 CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT STRATEGIES 

For eflicient utilization of the radio spectrum, that is consistent with 

the objectives of increasing capacity and minimizing interference. 

In this network design, voice channels are not allocated permanently. 

Instead, each time n call request is made, the nearest base station requests a 
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dultlnd from he M~c. The switch then allocates H channel to the requested 

edt. 

Accordingly, the msc only allocates a given frequency if that frequency is 

not in use in any other cell to avoid co-channel interference. 

3.3 HAND OFF 

When a subscriber move into a different cell while conversations is in 

progress the Msc automatically transfer the call to a new channel belonging 

• 
to the other base stntion. This hand off operation involves identification of a 

new bnse station, but also the voice and control signals associated with the 
I I 

new base station. 
I 

1----------'-------

i 

In this project design soft hand off is
l 
utilized, in this type of hand off, new 

cell has to be briefly in use b~fore cutting the old one. 

The asswned city in which th~ t:letwork is to be developed is 20squaremiles. 

The radio of each of the two Qells is two miles. Therefore each cell covers an 

aren ot~ 
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2.5981 X R2 

2.5981 X (2)2 = 10.3924 square miles 

Hence, the total number of cells are Nc = 20/ 10.3924 = 2 cells 

The totnl numbet' of channels pet· cell C 
• 

=nllocnted spectrum/channel width'" frequency. 

=40000/20000'" 2 

= 1 channel/cell 

[4J 

As the demand for more service increase, the number of channels arranged 

to a cell eventually becomes insufficient to support the required number of 

users. Therefore, cell splitting is implored, which will provide more channels 

per unit area. 

Cell spitting in essence is the process of subdividing congested cell in to 

smnller cells, each with its own base station and a corresponding reduction 

transmitter power. 
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3.4 ARCHITECTURE OF THE NETWORK 

esc 
Msc 

r~\lC] ~0-I\Jl~1 
MSC (mobile switching centre) - This is a piece of automatic equipment 

between COMA network and other public switching networks or between 

~ subscribers of different Msc's. 

VLR (visitor location register) - It saves and updates data of mobile 

subscribers who roam. 

HLR (home locntioll rcgistcr) - Here informution such as (ESN), current 

locntion. vuHd tcrlll nre slored here. 

OMC (operntion and maintenance centre) - This enhance the overall 

working efficiency and service quality of the system. 

BSC (base centre) - This consist of both wireless equipment and wireless 

channel control equipment, serving one or several cells. 

The letters A,B,Vl11,C,O,E. e.t.c represents the interface between the 

functional entities. The illt(ll'foce mOl'ked Ai, Di, and Pi connect CDMA 
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digital mobile network with other communication networks PSTN / GSM -

other network. [6] 

3.5 CAPACITY OF THE CDMA NETWORK 

Whereas the capacity of COMA is interference limited, in both FDMA and 

TOMA it is the bandwidth that is limited. Reduction in the interference will 

cause an increase in the capacity of the network. Furthermore, the link 

perfonnance for an individual user increases as the number of users 

decrease. To further increase the performance of this network multi sectorial 

antennas were used, which results in spatial isolation of users (subscribes). 

In evaluating the capacity of the CDMA network. The signal-to-noise ratio 

is found. Which is from: 

SNR= 

\\'here. 

S 

~-l)S 

1 

N-l 

SNR - signal- to - noise ratio 

N - Number of users 

(N-l) - interfering users 

S - Power of the users 

, I 
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In order to achieve an increase in capacity, the interference due to other 

should be reduced. This is done by decreasing the denominator, in the above 

equation. 

For this network the SNR is calculated this 

SNR = 10 = 0.002 

(500-1) 10 

Where, 

S = lOw, N = 500 [4] 

3.6 GRADE OF SERVICE AND BLOCKING 

The grade of service ((GOS) is the measure of the ability of a user to access 

n trucked system during the busiest hour. By maintaining standards, the ncc, 

which is the telecommunication regulatory body in Nigeria provided a 

minimum service delivery point. Below which no telecom company should 

not go which is 0.016 

The system load in the very busy hour VBH given by 

YVBH = KVBH QAT (Erlarg) [2] 

3600 

"'here, 

YVBH - system lond 

KVBH - co ... elTtcient concentration on system load 
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T- nvcrngc time tnken by n subscriber in a call. 

Qn - cnlls in 24h1's. 

The following data was generated from a specific data in a similar 10,000 

subscriber network. This is also used to determine average time taken by a 

subscriber and the VBH load [ ] 

Totnl number of calts in 24h1"s 

Incoming calls 28.28% 

Outgoing calls 66.88% 

In usage (incoming minutes) 123457.1 

Out usage (out going minute) 131810.5 

Average time taken by a subscriber ta 

Ta = in usage + out usag.e = 255357.6 = 2.0437 minutes 

Total no of calls 124951 

= 2.0437 x 60 = 122.62 seconds 

3.7 CALL BLOCKING 

During the user initiated call stage, if all the traffic channels assigned to the 

nearest BS are. busy, then the user makes a number of repeated attempts. 

20 



After a certain number of failed tries, a busy tone is returned to the user 

consequently, for every user who requests connection is given immediate 

access to a channel if one is available. If non the . If on channels are 

immediately available the call is also delayed. 

The average delay 0 for calls in a queed system is given by: 

D = Pr (delay >0) H 

C-A 

Where, 

Pr (delay >0) = probability of delay and is greater than O. 

H = average duration 

C = channels numbet' 

A = traffic intensity 

The delay varies also with all the parameters above. 

21 
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LINE OF SIGHT (L 0 S) 

Transmitting 
Antenna 

Trams-Ionosphere 

Earth Receiving 
Antenna 

The power of the signal in respect to the cell from the user is dependent on 

the distance. The signal fades as the user moves away from either of the 

cells. The nntenna gain is also defined as the power output in a known 

direction. The antenna used in this design is 3-sectirial to ensure wider and 

stable coverage. 

The gain of the antenna is found from: 

G = 41tAc = 41tP Ae 

>e 

where. [1] 

G - Antenna gain 

Ae - Effective area 
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F - Frequency 

C - speed of light (3 x 10m/s) 

> - Wnvclength 

A = 41IRo 

2~ 

this project design made use of the following parameters to achieve the 

10,000 llsers. 

'Vnvelength > = 5cm 

Transmit power Ptx - tOw 

Ampliticntion co-efJicient 1'2 = O. J 

Distance between Ro = 13km 

Antenna gain can be found thus: 

G = 41IA [I] 

~ 

A = 41IRo = 41I x 13 - 16.33 

2~ 10 

G = 41I x 16.33 

5 

= 41.0 = 40dB 
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note that; 

GdB= lOLogG 

Therefore G = 10 OdB/lO 

G= 1040/10= 104 

3.8 ANALYSIS OFPN COnE 

Let consider the PN offsets Lc (t - Ta) and Lc (t - TB) assigned to user A 

and user B- respectively. the signal from user A to cell A is of the form diet). 

Lc(t-Ta). 

Like wise the signal from user B to cell B is of the from dj(t) Lc(t-TB) 

The received signal at cell A is the composite signal from user A and user B 

(both are on the same frequency). 

The composite signal by each cell is represented as; 

Rx = diet). Lc(t-T A) + dj(t) . Lc(t-TB) 

The signal code ae fully econgised by both user and the base station. 

During reception at the base station, the input signal to cell A is given by; 

Input = diet). Lc(t-TA) + dj(t) . Lc(t-TB) 

Cell A is assumed to have synchronised with user A so, it is tuned to user A 

with the PN code set to LC(t-TA). 

The resulting output signal is this 
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Output = diet) . Lc(t-TA) . Lc(t-TA) + dj(t) . Lc (T-TA) . Lc(t-TB) 

This too is also recognised by all the network component at default. 

3.9 VOICE CONVERSION 

In COMA, code excited linear predictive (CELP) is the format of 

compressed digital voice data between the BSe and mobile station. For this 

project, Quantization CELP was lIsed which is an advancement over the 

CELP. 

CELP samples the frequency component of the speech in the frequency 

domain. CELP uses less data to approximate the original signal. It also uses 

a complex algorithm which always attempts to describe the speech pattern. 

The algorithm produces parameters, which becomes a model or liner 

prediction of the speech pattern. 

At the receiving end, th~ parameters are used to ,control a speech synthesizer, 

which uses the inverse algorithm to convert the data back into speech. 

CELP conversion tokes place at the Bsc. 

3.10 VOCODING 

Vocoding is the application of QCELP conversion which occurs as in 

above. The inverse vocoding process is used by the mobile station when 

receiving voice. 
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3.11 CALL FLOW 

Fixed subscriber calls mobile subscriber. 

Firstly the mobile stntion will locate the strongest pilot channel and monitor 

the associated poging channel. The BTS uses the paging channel to send a 

"poge" to the mobile station. this notifies the mobile station that it has an 

incoming call. The mobile station responds by sending a "page response" 

message to the BTS. The Bts then send a "channel Assignment" message to 

then mobile station over the paging channel. 

Ss7 message con convey information such as: 

• So-so number just dialled 080 .... Where do I route the caH. 

• The colled subscriber fol' the call on trunk 11 is busy. Release the call and 

playa busy tone. 

• The route or channel xxxx is congested point send any message too xxxx 

unless they are of priority. 

• I'm forwnrding to you n call placed from 22xxxx to 22xxxx look for it in 

trunk 062. 

• I'm taking trunk 143 out of service for maintenance. 

3.12 BILLING 

Billing is the manual or automated process involved in the pricing and 

subsequent collection of:, the income due for the service provided to a 

customer (subscriber) by an operator. 
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After a call is made collector g~ther data from the switch and built a call

detail record (CDR). Which contains originating and terminating numbers. 

And the start and end times CDR are stored until it is rated. Call data is also 

shared between companies to handle cals that originate, terminate or are 

tmnsported on nnother cQmpany's network (I>E interconnectivity). 

3.13 COMPONENTS OF THE BILLING SYSTEM 

CDR - This contains the detail of the calls and data, CDR can be used for 

network monitoring, accounting and billing. 

GUIDING - This matches calls to customer rate plans. 

BILLING - This is to be performed once a month, the program is to add 

any discounts that nre associated with the customer account. [I] 

Cl ient sped iicntion 

Two clients of billing are often used in telecommunication m post paid 

clients and pre-pnid client. 

Among the purpose of this pl'Oject work, is to provide an affordable and easy 

communicntion system. Therefore advantage the pre-paid client is used. 

Pre-paid client:- This operation is the pay as you go mode-subscriber will 

buy a card and load it through either the digital VR system or manual 

cretiiting. 

The cards to be used will be produced by another company on a contract 

bases. 
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4. t CONCLlJSION 

This rcscarch has round that thcrc is vcry I ittlc di rfcrcncc in the design of 

ditTerent wireless telecommunication systems. The difference arises in the 

working tllllctionality. Therefore, aller specifying preferred network entities 

and determining the effective load expected to be processed by the 

cquipmcnt. thcn thc basic network parameters estahlished arc ready for 

implcmcntnt iOIl. 

The various parameter nrc adjusted III such a way that the network can 

handle 1 O~OOO subscribers. 

4.2 RECOMMENDATION 

Though this research has considered the utilization of latest COMA 
'-

technologies, still some problems are not overcomed. Some of this problems 

include the high level or power when very close to the hasc station. 

It is nlso rccoll\ll\clll\cd that. since we llrc livillg ill a tropical (abundant 

sunny) region. solnt' energy can be the sourcc or power instead of PHCN, 

GENERATOR and BATTERIES. This will surely reduce the cost of 

running. which will in essence make subscription and usage cheaper . 
• 

For the part of both the schools and student, it is recommended that student 

should work be encouraged to work on topics related to where they have 
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done there industrial attachment (IT), generally, students should first seek 

topic in fields related to their experience. 

Thc studcnt will olso hove the opportunity to mix classroom knowledge with 

practical know-how of which the benefits arc immeasurable. 

I also recommend that group or even departmental project should be 

innovated. The source of funds should be companies with related objectives. 

As we all know that engineering is always to make life easier. We have to 

utilise both our knowledge and local available resource in making our life 

much easlel·. 
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